03902  **1.5 Ton Aluminium Racing Jack**

Extra light weight - only 12.5kg. Aircraft grade aluminium construction.
- Patented design
- Single pump system for reliability
- Large saddle with rubber contact pad
- Side carry handle
- Single roller load wheel

03904  **2.5 Ton Aluminium/Steel Racing Jack**

Light weight aluminium and steel construction for strength and durability.
- Patented design
- Dual pump system for reliability
- Large saddle with rubber contact pad
- Side carry handle
03675 2.5 Ton Low Profile Service Jack

- Low 93 to 490mm lifting height
- Extra low profile - great for low cars
- Steel hydraulic block assembly to prevent oil contamination
- Large saddle with rubber contact pad to prevent vehicle damage
- Removable two piece handle with rubber hand grip for ease of pumping
- Safety by-pass system protects pressure cylinder
- Heavy duty chassis

NEW FROM SIP
03676 3 Ton ‘Quick Lift’ Trolley Jack
- 125 to 495mm lift height
- Steel hydraulic assembly includes dust seals to prevent oil contamination
- Removable two piece handle with rubber grip
- Single stroke foot pedal quickly raises saddle to the vehicle lift point
- Extra large saddle with rubber pad

07256 3 Ton ‘Fast Lift’ Trolley Jack
Professional Omega™ lifting equipment.
- Extra large saddle with polyurethane pad - minimises vehicle chassis damage
- ‘Fast-Lift’ foot pedal quickly raises saddle to the vehicle lift point
- Patented hydraulic by-pass system, limits ram over-travel
- Polished hydraulic ram and cylinder to reduce abrasion and extend hydraulic seal life
- Heavy gauge construction for maximum strength and durability